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No.17(B-79/B-59)/2010-VSI
GOVERNMENT OF INDIA
DIRECTORATE GENERAL
CENTRAL PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENT
(VIGILANCE UNIT)
NIRMAN BHAWAN, NEW DELHI-IIOOII
-11-

Dated: \ ~ September, 2011
Su bject: Procuring
office

CPWD contracts by making
order relating to the enlistment

false entries in
of contractors

During the course of investigation of a complaint relating to procuring CPWD
contracts through tampering and false entry in the contractor's enlistment Order
issued by the CPWD, it has been noted by the Vigilance Unit that a contractor has
managed to secure works by means of manipulating and falsifying the CPWD's
contractor's enlistment order.
The Central Vigilance Commission has advised to check and verify the
authenticity
of the list as downloaded from the website to trace out any
impersonation and also to verify the proof of financial soundness as well as the
tendering limit which can be done through random checks as per norms. Further,
the Commission has desired that list of all the registered/enlisted
CPWD
contractors (all the class & category) should be uploaded on the CPWD web site by
the respective enlistment authorities and synchronized with data in VIGEYE-GPMS.
2. In pursuance to the above, all the concerned officials are directed to take the
following action within a month and submit compliance report :(v)

All the enlistment authorities of CPWD should
CPWD contractors on CPWD website and ensure
The concerned ADGs shall monitor the uploading
respect of contractors of all the categories and
reglOn.

upload the list of registered
that it is regularly updated.
of said list on the website in
class registered under their

(vi) Checking and verification of authenticity of contractors by the concerned
contract awarding authority against the list of CPWD registered contractors
either available with the respective registration au "thorities or on CPWD
website so as to trace out any manipulation, forgery. If any such matter by a
firm/individual is found during the checking and verification, the same should
authority concerned.
be immediately

JHA)
brought to the notice of Vigilance Unit as (NIKHI
well a~ceE H
·stedn&
JS & CVO, CPWD
New Delhi

Copy to:
1. DG, CPWD,Nirman Bhawan, New Delhi-llOOll
2. All the ADGs of CPWD
3. All the CEs of CPWD
4. Central Vigilance Commission (Shri Rakesh Goyal, Dy. Secretary, Satarkata
Bhawan, Block-A, G.P.O. Complex, I.N.A. New Delhi-ll0023
in pursuance
their O.M. No.010/W&H/ 154/ 134478 dated 04-7-2011.
5. AE (Computer), Vigilance Unit, CPWD to place the said OM in the Vigilance
folder of CPWD web site.
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